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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a new algorithm for query 

processing in distributed dntabase environment. The 

conventional approaches that reduce the amozrnt of data 

trammission, are ntainly applying a sequence of semijoins 

to reduce the relation, Ship the intermediate results to the 

jnal site, and pelform the $rial operations. The query 

processing algorithm proposed in this paper is based on 

performing a parallel execzition of the semijoins or 

distributive joins. The aim of this method is to minimizmg 

the response time for processing the qrreries in distributed 

database. 
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1- INTRODUCTI ON 
Query processing is the mapping of high level query in 

relational calculus lansuage into a set of low level query in relational 

algebraic operations. Database Managmefir System (DBkIS) is 



responsible for this mapping without need to speci& the procedure. 

Where the Distributed Database System (DDBS) is a collection 

s;f inraltipl'e, logically interrelated database which distributed over the 
w 

compxte: network The query processing problem is affected by the 

design of DDES and a h  by directory management which defined as 

inkrrnztion a b o u  thc database, The design of distributed database 

depends upon the level of sharing (data plus program sharing, data 

sharing or no sharing), access pattern (static or dynamicj and level of 

knowledge ('panid or complete information). 

There are two methods of DDBS design, top down and bottom 

up. Each of these mcthcds Is based on several factors namely 

fragrnen~a~ion, locations and replicarion. 

Fragmentation is a subrelations of the base relation which satisfies 

correctness (completeness, disjoint and reconstruction). Fragmentation 

approaches are horizofitai, vertical and hybrid. Horizontal 

fragmentation is the partirim of the base relation into a set of rows. 

But, venical fragmentatim i s  the panition of the base relation into a 

snial!er subre'larions. While, hybrid fragmentation is a combination of 

horizontd arid ve~ticd fiagnznta~ion. There are many techniques for 

proving the c~rrectness of the fragmentation, such as 

PEORJZONTAL and PARTITION [I]. 

i-' 

,%location is T ~ E  p lxe  a$ which the base relation as \\-ell as the 

fr3pzn:ed subreiztion:, are found. Thus, allocation is the main issue of 

t k  DDBS desisn - [2j For the replication, it is the number of copies of 

h oase reiarron GI. f iapented subrelatioras (fully replicated, 

p a ~ l d l y  replicated or nonrepiicared). 
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The data directory includes the information about the base 

relations and the fragmented subrelations that found in the database 

system. The data directory is either a global directory or distributed 

t into many local directories that include information about the relations 

which exist in their sites. The global and local directory may be 

replicated (fblly replicated, partially replicated or nonreplicated). Also, 

the allocation of global directory and local directory is the main issue 

of the directory management. 

The query processing in centralized database system consists of 

three processing phases which are DECOiVlPOSITION Phase, 

OPTIMIZATION Phase and EXECUTION Phase. The 

A decomposition phase consists of rewriting the query in normalized 

--- form [3], analyzing the normalized form [4], simplification and 

f- elimination the redundancy and reconstruction of the algebraic 
operations. The optimization phase is either static optimization or 

dynamic optimization. 

The distributed database system is an extension of the 

centralized database system. Subsequently, the query processing in 

distributed database system is an extension of the query processing in 

centralized database system. The essential difference which 

characterizes the query processing of distributed database, is the 

LOCALIZATION Phase, that is not applicable in centralized 
tL database. The localization phase translates the algebraic operations 

applied on global relation into minimal algebraic operations expressed 

on physical fragmentation. 

The query processing optimization is a common important 

phase in both ceritraiizd and disirihuted query processing. This phase 



consists of local, reduction and final layers. At the kocd processing 

layer all local operations (selection, projection) are processed. At 

reduction layer set of reduction operations are applied to reduce the 

amount of data. While, at final processing layer all intermediate 

relations contributed in the final resuIr of the query are transmitted to 

the final site. 

2- SURVEY 

Query processing optimization in distributed database system 

has three different approaches as shown in Fig.(2). 

Through the first approach, for a given sets of computers, 

communications, databases, programs and estimatated queries three 

main objectives could be achieved, the first one is the optimal 

distribution configuration of the computers (network topology), 

programs and databases. The second one is the best selection of 

communication mode and third one is the optimal cost function( 

response time or communication cost or both of them). Different 

modeis have been adopted to achieve these objectives. Chen md 

Akoka [5] have developed a complete model for optimizing a 

distributed information system, which considers the allocdon of 

databases and programs, communicarim line capacities and rzturn flow 4 

information. This model is a generalized model. 
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Optimization approaches 1 

Exist : 

Input: 
- Computers 

- Communication 
- Programs 

- Database 

- E.Q. 

I 

Second Model:- = 
- Computers 

- Communication 

Input: 

- Database 

- Progrms 

- E.Q. 

Exist : 
- Computers 

I - Communication I 
- DDBS 

- E.Q. 

- Computers Config. - Database Config. - M. T. C. 

- Database Config. - Programs Config. - M.C. C. 
- Programs Config. - Replication Config. - M. P. T. 
- M. T. C. - Fragments Config. 

* E.Q. 
* DDBS 
* Computers Config. 
* Database Config 
* Programs Config. 
* Fragment. Config. 

** * Replication Config. 
* M.P.T. 
* 31.C.C. 
* M.T.C. 

: Estimated Queries. 
: Distributed Database. 
: Computers configurations. 
: Database configurations. 
: Programs configurations. 
: Fragmentation configurations. 
: Replication configurations. 
: Minimum Processing Time. 
: Minimum Communication Cost. 
: IMinimum Total Cost. 

Fignre(2): Distributed query processing optimization approaches. 



Epstein [6]  provided several algorithms according to the network 

topology and the objective hnction of the qsrern. The ogtjntal 

distribution of the system can be determined. '&Me, Gavish and Pirkd 

[7] provided a heuristic and optimal solution algorithm for locating 

computers and allocating databases in distributed computer system. 

Through the second approach, for a given sets of databases, 

programs and estimted queries, with the existence of computer 

configuration (network topology) and communication mode objectives 

such as the optimal configuration of distributed database (fragmented 

or replicated), the programs (distribution and replication ) and optirrial 

allocation of both couId be achieved. Chu [8] developed a model for 

allocating multiple file copies in computer network objecting the 

minimization of overall operating costs, considering the memory size 

restriction in computer. Morgan and Liven [9] studied variations of 

basic model in which the allocation of the data files and programs were 

separated. 

Through the third approach, for a given sets of estimated 

queries with the existence of cclmputer confieration (network 

topology), communication mode, distributed databases and distributed 

programs, the objectives are the minimum response tine (elapsed time 

from entry the query until get the result), or minimum cornrnufnication 

cost or minimize the total cost (Communication cost -i resources cost 

+ database cost) could be achieved. Epstien [6]  provided some 

algorithms according to the network topology to minimize either xhe 4 

response time or the communication CCISI. l j h ~  and Hurlq [I(!] 
. .  . . .< deve]cped a rnodei for je:eminln,n :he ~ p ~ ! m &  :;c";~,; f r . ~ ~ ~ ~ : i ~ ~ ~  ., - p i i . ; ~ . '  

f .  ta3-ced ( 2 ~  sciect,-~c t , . & * - - ~ :  .AS-.. zc~.? I,..;; -- .!..-L.,.*L..$', \ . L ,  . ; . , I . :  

. ' s:;bquey ri?lnln;Gir:, ;$,.ncrr;ici :;,:.;;: 
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algorithm that handling the query optimization in fragmented relation 

by processing the queries with the semijoin algorithm. Wang et. al. [I21 

provided a method for parallel execution of distributed query 

operations. This method optimizes the response time for processing of 

distributed queries. Epstein et. al. 1131 provided a heuristic query 

optimization algorithm. This algorithm minimizes the response time by 

"Equalizing" the data size at each site (the same amount of data at each 

site which requires the same amount of processing time). But, the 

mode1 is not realistic. Apers et. al. [14] adopted heuristic algorithm 

which allowed applying a parallel semijoin operations. But, it suffers 

from the sequential execution of semijoins. The objective hnction of 

this model was to minimize the total cost. 

This paper proposes a method for generating a distributed 

query processing policy which provides a better response time. There 

are various ways for optimizing the response time by using parallel 

transmission techniques. These techniques use semijoin or distributive 

join as relation reducer. After reduction have been done, the reduced 

relation are transmitted to the final sites for completing the final 

processing. 

3- QUERY OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 

The query optimizer is responsible for ordering the database 

relations, accesses path for database, performing database operations 

as well as performing the intermediate relations operation. In the 

following section a trial to give more details to different layers of query 

optimizer method has been made. 



This section describes the general steps for handling the query 

entrj  to represent it in a sequence of equivalent algeberic operations. 

The query is expressed in a reiational complete language [15] such as 

refational calculus language. Lexical and syntax errors are checked. If 

there are no such errors, the query is transformed into normalized form 

(conjunctive normal form o: disjunctive normal form). The query in 

normalized fcmm is analyzed to check the semantic errors 

(incorrectness) bgr usiiig the relational connection graph or attribute 

connectbn graph [ i 61. If the queq  is incorrect then the query is either 

rejected or the disconnecred subquery is removed from the query or 

infer the missing subquery. If the query is correct until this point, the 

query is simplified for better pcrhrmance. Transformation rdes can be 

used to sirnpiifij the query expression. The three types of simplification 

are the elimination of redundancy, transitivity and integrity ruIes. 

Where, redundancy, which Ieads to duplicate the work, is eliminated by 

applying the ruies of boolean alsebra. A query qualification may be 

transformed into an equivalent query qualification for more efficient 

processing. The transformation done by applying the transiti~ity rules. 

Semantic integrity rules can be useful to sirnpli@ queries. The 

simplified query Is then transformed into a sequence o fa  relational 

algebra operations using graphical method as relational algebra tree as 

shown in Fig.(2). Some trees may provide much performance than 

others. Important factors for optimization are the ordering of relational 
4 

operarions an3 tha size or'intem~edisie relations generated. Relational - e ~ z ~ b ~ - ~  ;xes irzn he reF:c:ciui-ed z2ing rrrgsfirmafion rilles [ I  11. The 
.- -2 

. $ _ _ _  - ,  : .-7 $;,;i;-> ;i:$.*.+".,<4.- % 

, ,-. : ! 2 ; :  , % *  .,LL~;>&t,&G $:I:: m:!S: 
' .  .. 1. 
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1) Associativity of binary operations ((R co S) T 2 R (S w T)), 

2) Commuting of binary operations ( R oo S = S m R ), 

3) Grouping of the unary operation (p 1 (Al) (pZ(A2) (R)) = pl (Al) 

P ~ ( A ~ ) ( R )  1, 
4) Commuting the selection with projection operation, 

5) Commuting the selection with binary operations (p(A1) = (R w S) 

(p(Al)(R))= S) 

6) Commuting the projection with binary operations. 

This six rules permit substantial transformation that can 

optimize query execution. A heuristic algorithm that apply the six 

transformation rules on the relational aIgebra tree. The reconstruction 

algorithm divided into the following sequential steps. Separating the 

unary operation on the same relation, pushing it down level on the tree 

as much as possible, commuting the unary and binary operation and 

finally ordering the binary operation. The result from this algorithm is 

the candidate algebric trees for execute the query. 

3.2- REDUCTION BY USING SEMIJOIN AND DISTRlBUTIVE 

JOIN 

The join operation is the most important operation in relational 

database system operations. In distributed database system the join 

operation is a serious operation because it determines the amount of 

data that transfer from a site to another through the communication 

network. Several a1,oorithms have been developed for performing the 

join operation with reducing the size ofjoin operandes. We concentrate 

on two algorithm to reduce the join operandes sizes which are 

semijoin (SJ) and distributive join(1DJ). 



The distributme jcln beion,os to the sort-based join algorithm ( 

the operandes is sorted b e k m  the joining) [19_7. This technique is used 

when we hate iinlited s m  st xzin memory and when the relation size 

diEerencc baween skm is doubie or more. Therefor the main idea is 

to distribute ":he largest ~s!ztiiln into a set of small subrelations and 

applying a partiai joining The stmcture sequence of the distributive 

join is First, sen  ihe small relation and produce the distriburion table 

containing the boundary values of the join attributes. Second, 

distribute the largest relation according to the main memory by using 

the distribution table into subrelations. Finally, perform partial joins 

between the sorted relation and subrelations by using the nested join 

(substantial join). 

The focal processing layer of the optimization phase in DDBS 

is insignificant. SO, our algorithm is not concern with local processing 

(selection and projection). Thus first, the algebraic tree which 
4 

produced from the transformarion ides is translate to processing tree 

/IPll')( tree modelling an escxt ion strategj where a leaf is a base 
. .. rej3tion eari; n<>-:oa>);. . j : a ~ i , ; L I ,  + ~ ~ , k  ,..,-I-, i,y~te.,~:.i . r , r n r j  ai7 intermediate relation 

;? :-,;< 3;. - > - i t 7 2 v  ;; *. ->: ~ 

- 
-- -.&.Lk ~ -> .%- . ;  , - \ L  (;:i +: ;;zs<: r&a[i<c?-J & 

. '  : 
* ' ,i..,'51 4- ?". 

'3*, , - > .: > . ~& , , . .. , . , ,:. G 



node is a base relation or fi-agmented subrelation and each edge 

!abefed 5: thejoir! attribcie as shown in Fig(4)). The 

conventional zp!srorjchcs arz to reduce the amounr of data transmission 

by applying a stlq;!ence of semijoin to reduce 

Figalre(2): Processing Tree, Join Tree and Join Graph 

rhe relarion 2nd si:ik2 rj~e irrisrmedinte result ?c. "ie final site to pzrkrm 
--, . . 

&?  j j ~ ~ ; ; ]  ;ij~i;rd~cj31ji;. j fi$r5 is gn:!3ien; yiajed ;;:.ljoln sl.g:esai::c u ii.*-I-:ici-; 
<, -:? :"..i + -. r ,,L.C ,.i? :._e: .' 
,$ .  , .-,z..; ::-, :><>>>.: 8- : , .  t.. *>:"$" J > s . L  :<"3 [, 
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can avoid it by apply multiple join operations in parallel), Serial-join 

operation on the same relation ( we can avoid it by scanning the query 

for each relation sharing in it) and Processin? overhead ( we can avoid 

it by scan one relation at one time). The solution of all this problem by 
4 

applying a various parallelism phases at the same time as parallel join, 

parallel transmitting the reduced relation and final processing will be 

sequential. 

Parallel Join can done in two ways depending on the join 

selectivity factor (proportion of the tuples in the database that satis& 

the join) and the memory size. First, parallel smijion will be done by 

parallel scanning for all relations that contribute in the query at the 

same time. The parallel semijoin consists of parallel projection 
r 

generating of the reduced relation and parallel transmitting of the 

reduced relation. Second, Paraliel Distributive Join can be done by 
3 

scanning the small relation and sorting it and construct the distribution 

table which give information about each minimum and maximum at 

each subrelations. 

After the reduction layer is complete then beginning the final 

processing at the processing site and ship the final result to the final site 

or at the final site. 

4.1- NEW QUERY OPTIiVIZATIBN MODEL 
" 

Our approach model is a general computers configuration (sit 

to site connection netlvork topology) and the communication mode is 

broadcasting which sent the same information to multiple site at the 

same time for increasing the parallelism. Assume there is n sires 

S I7S2,S3, ..., Sn, the delay time for transmit the X bytes from Si to Sj 



( i j  = I *:... n) ;~ DEL.4.Y = DO + D1"X Where DO is initial setup 

time, D1 is aryt;la': time for transmit X. The database model is each 

rehtim is dored in bin& site, this mean h r  each relation Ri is stored 

at site 3i. The processing model is master and slave processing where 

the master process is that program which at the site where the query is 

initiated and the slave p c e s s  that process run at on each site that 

contain a relation involved in the query. 

Our objective of this approach is to minimize the response time 

without regarding by the local processing cost, comunication cost, 

the retransmission co~rr~ transmission error. 

NBA algorithm 

.INPUT- Join query graph. 

OU'FPGF- Set of parallel execution strategies. 

START 

I-  Perform local processing. 

2- For each join artribute A sharing in the query DO 

2.1-Order the relations according to their sizes(nre1ations) 

card (projection (Ri )over A)< card(projection (Rj )over A ). 
iJ = 1,2,.. ,n 

2 2- Permute between binary of the ordered relations 

2.3- Estimate the cost of each permutation and select the 

minimum estimation, delete the redundant and construct 

attribute strategy set. 

3- For each re1eiis.n contribute in the query DO 
-, s - , . .  
3 I- : rjf:[ :?* :~, i3:  at:~';rlre older :it;.e relazilan 
- -  - 
7 - - 7 ,  ; -trJ;5 :!k & v  ,e; :$::q;i!c: - - - < 

3 -, -3 - - <  .- ,"- ?&>C >t.;<y ;+;e 
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3.3- From the sender table if there is a contradiction 

between relations that send to the same site, then, 

select the small one, else if the same relation 

sends and receives at the same time then select sending 

operation to execute first. 

3.4- Determine the relations that send in parallel at the 

same time, put the result into best strategies set and 

delete this relation from the sender table. 

3.5- Repeat step 3.3 until the sender table becomes empty. 

4- After parallel sending of all the relations : 

4.1- If the final site included in the receiver sites then 

transmit all the intermediate results to it and perform 

the final processing. 

4.2- Otherwise select the largest receiver site to be the 

processing site and after final processin,o transmit the 

final result to the final site. 

END. 

Theorem: 

The complexity of HNA algorithm is 0(K2), where k is 

summation of relation degrees. 

Proof: 

For a given query which contains n relations. The complexity of 
.d 

step 2.1 is depended on the type of sorting algorithm used, in worst 

case it is O(n2). The complexity of step 2.2 is K*(K-1) where, K = 

(degree of R, + degree of R2 +....+ degree of q) / 2. The complexity of 

step 3 is O(n). While, K always greater then n then the complexity is 

O(K2). 



Example of query distributed processing, suppose the databases 

are Rl ,  R2, R2, %,and Rg, each re1atioi.l is ;isred in 2 sepaiate si~e. 

The query in this database is : 

SELECT B, D, F FROMR1, R2, W3, R4, R5 W H E E R 1 . A = W . A  

AND Rl.B=R2.BAmR2.C=R5.CANDN.F=fe3.FmDPJ.E 
= R4.E AND R4.D = R5.D 

The given statistics are. I A I = 2000, 1 R / = 1200 , 1 C I = 1200, 

I D 1 = 800, I E 1 =1000, 1 F / = 600, Access delay time is 0.1 sec. and 

transfer rate is 1000 bidsec. The rest of the statistics given in table 1 

Total communication time = Total Access Delay time + (Total 

Data Size / Transmit Rate). 

Three different ways were proposed to execute the given query 

by different polices as follows: 

Table 1 



POLICY 1 : 

* This represent the conventional approach which transfer the 

relations R1, R2, R4, R5 to S3 and processing the query in S3 by join - 
the RI; R2, R3, R4 and R5. 

Total comm. time = 0.1 * 5  + (570+17200+2360+6200+12912)*8/1000 

= 0.5 + 332.16 = 332.66 sec. 

Res. T = 332.66 sec. 

f OLTCY 2 ( Chen and Yu ): * Apply a semijoin in parallel on 

relations R3 to R2 over F and R4 to R5 over D. Also, apply a 
?- 

sequential join and semijoin on rest of the query. 

Total Comm. time = 0. I i 700*8/1000 + 0.1 + 450k8/1000 + 0.1 + 
9 

900"8/1000 + 0.1 + 2678*8/1000 + 0.1 + 8388*8/1000 + 0.1 + 
12*8/1000 + 0.1 + 62*8/1000 = 0.7 + 13190*8 /1000= 106.3 sec. 

Res. T=Max(5.7,3.7) + 96.8 = 102.5 sec. 

OUR POLICY 3 : According the algorithm, construct the join 

attribute set for each attribute, construct the Sender and receiver table 

as shown in table 2, table 3. From our algorithm we can detect that 

the First, R1 will transmit the parallel projection semijoin to R2, R5 

and R3 Rill transmit the projection semijoin to R4. Second, R5 will 4 

transmit the paraIIel semijoin projection to R2, R4, Finallv R3 will 

transmit the semijoin projec~ion to R2. The processin,o site is R2 while 

it is not the final site and also it is largest processing site, So, after local 

join process in^ with R4 transmit the final result to R2, also transmit the 

processing of R5 io F.2 and complele the final processing in R2. Finally 

transmit the f i n d  result to the f i n d  site R3. 



Table 10. Reciver table, 

Site 

R.Tl = Max (952, 893, 944 )"8/i000 + 0.1 = 7.71 sec. 

R.T2 = Max ( 1786,1894)*8/1000 +- 0.1 = 15.25 ses. 

R.T3 =(2480)*5/1000 + 0.1 = 19.94 sec. 



CONCLUSION 

Tabie 11. 

Conventional query processing algorithms are poorly for 

parallel processing. In this paper, we discused the details for the query 

processing phases which are decomposition, optimization, localization ., 
and execution phase. Also, we proposed new heuristic algorithm for 

processing the distributed queries. The proposed algorithm introduces 
T 

a better response time than [20]. Our algorithm is based on the 

semijoin and distributive join in reduction layer of optimization phase. 

The proposed algorithm is also based on parallel join, parallel 

transmitting. 
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